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An exploration of the concept of "nothing" journeys from ancient ideas and cultural
traditions to the latest scientific research, discussing the history of the vacuum,
theories on the nature of time and space, and other discoveries.

Knowledge
Games are everywhere: Drivers maneuvering in heavy traffic are playing a driving
game. Bargain hunters bidding on eBay are playing an auctioning game. The
supermarket's price for corn flakes is decided by playing an economic game. This
Very Short Introduction offers a succinct tour of the fascinating world of game
theory, a ground-breaking field that analyzes how to play games in a rational way.
Ken Binmore, a renowned game theorist, explains the theory in a way that is both
entertaining and non-mathematical yet also deeply insightful, revealing how game
theory can shed light on everything from social gatherings, to ethical decisionmaking, to successful card-playing strategies, to calculating the sex ratio among
bees. With mini-biographies of many fascinating, and occasionally eccentric, founders
of the subject--including John Nash, subject of the movie A Beautiful Mind--this book
offers a concise overview of a cutting-edge field that has seen spectacular successes
in evolutionary biology and economics, and is beginning to revolutionize other
disciplines from psychology to political science. About the Series: Oxford's Very
Short Introductions offers concise and original introductions to a wide range of
subjects--from Islam to Sociology, Politics to Classics, and Literary Theory to
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History. Not simply a textbook of definitions, each volume provides trenchant and
provocative--yet always balanced and complete--discussions of the central issues in
a given topic. Every Very Short Introduction gives a readable evolution of the subject
in question, demonstrating how it has developed and influenced society. Whatever the
area of study, whatever the topic that fascinates the reader, the series has a handy
and affordable guide that will likely prove indispensable.

Thought: A Very Short Introduction
The aim of this volume is to explain the differences between research-level
mathematics and the maths taught at school. Most differences are philosophical and
the first few chapters are about general aspects of mathematical thought.

Logic for Philosophy
Algebra marked the beginning of modern mathematics, moving it beyond arithmetic,
which involves calculations featuring given numbers, to problems where some
quantities are unknown. Now, it stands as a pillar of mathematics, underpinning the
quantitative sciences, both social and physical. This Very Short Introduction explains
algebra from scratch. Over the course of ten logical chapters, Higgins offers a step
by step approach for readers keen on developing their understanding of algebra.
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Using theory and example, he renews the reader's aquaintance with school
mathematics, before taking them progressively further and deeper into the subject.
ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University
Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized
books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors
combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting
and challenging topics highly readable.

Hermeneutics: A Very Short Introduction
Rhetoric is often seen as a synonym for shallow, deceptive language, and therefore
as something negative. But if we view rhetoric in more neutral terms, as the 'art of
persuasion', it is clear that we are all forced to engage with it at some level, if only
because we are constantly exposed to the rhetoric of others. In this Very Short
Introduction, Richard Toye explores the purpose of rhetoric. Rather than presenting a
defence of it, he considers it as the foundation-stone of civil society, and an essential
part of any democratic process. Using wide-ranging examples from Ancient Greece,
medieval Islamic preaching, and modern cinema, Toye considers why we should all
have an appreciation of the art of rhetoric. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short
Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in
almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get
ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis,
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perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics
highly readable.

Nothing: A Very Short Introduction
Perception is one of the oldest and most deeply investigated topics in psychology,
and it raised some profound philosophical questions. It is concerned with how we use
the information reaching our senses to inform our behaviour, and to create our
subjective experience of the surrounding world. Brian Rogers discusses the
philosophical question of what it means to perceive, and describes how we are able to
perceive the particular characteristics of objects and scenes such as their lightness,
colour, form, depth, and motion. He argues that perception should not be seen as a
separate process but rather as part of a 'perceptual system', involving both the
extraction ofperceptual information and the control of action--Amazon.com.

Information: A Very Short Introduction
Misogyny is a hot topic, yet it's often misunderstood. What is misogyny, exactly?
Who deserves to be called a misogynist? How does misogyny contrast with sexism,
and why is it prone to persist - or increase - even when sexist gender roles are
waning? This book is an exploration of misogyny in public life and politics by the
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moral philosopher and writer Kate Manne. It argues that misogyny should not be
understood primarily in terms of the hatred or hostility some men feel toward all or
most women. Rather, it's primarily about controlling, policing, punishing, and exiling
the "bad" women who challenge male dominance. And it's compatible with rewarding
"the good ones," and singling out other women to serve as warnings to those who are
out of order. It's also common for women to serve as scapegoats, be burned as
witches, and treated as pariahs. Manne examines recent and current events such as
the Isla Vista killings by Elliot Rodger, the case of the convicted serial rapist Daniel
Holtzclaw, who preyed on African-American women as a police officer in Oklahoma
City, Rush Limbaugh's diatribe against Sandra Fluke, and the "misogyny speech" of
Julia Gillard, then Prime Minister of Australia, which went viral on YouTube. The
book shows how these events, among others, set the stage for the 2016 US
presidential election. Not only was the misogyny leveled against Hillary Clinton
predictable in both quantity and quality, Manne argues it was predictable that many
people would be prepared to forgive and forget regarding Donald Trump's history of
sexual assault and harassment. For this, Manne argues, is misogyny's oft-overlooked
and equally pernicious underbelly: exonerating or showing "himpathy" for the
comparatively privileged men who dominate, threaten, and silence women. l

Ancient Philosophy: A Very Short Introduction
Logic is often perceived as having little to do with the rest of philosophy, and even
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less to do with real life. In this lively and accessible introduction, Graham Priest
shows how wrong this conception is. He explores the philosophical roots of the
subject, explaining how modern formal logic deals with issues ranging from the
existence of God and the reality of time to paradoxes of probability and decision
theory. Along the way, the basics of formal logic are explained in simple, nontechnical terms, showing that logic is a powerful and exciting part of modern
philosophy. In this new edition Graham Priest expands his discussion to cover the
subjects of algorithms and axioms, and proofs in mathematics. ABOUT THE SERIES:
The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds
of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way
to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis,
perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics
highly readable.

A Dictionary of Logic
This book introduces identity, one of the most iconic concepts of our time, which is
used ubiquitously but rarely explained. It discusses the various uses of 'identity'
separately for different fields of study - philosophy, psychology, sociology, gender
studies, and linguistics. This book also compares Western concepts and theories of
identity with similar concepts in other parts of the world. It explains how
contemporary trends in marketization and globalization have made identity
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increasingly important to us in the last 50 years. This book also outlines the
historical background to the concept of identity.

Putting Logic in Its Place
It is not only in our dark hours that scepticism, relativism, hypocrisy, and nihilism
dog ethics. Whether it is a matter of giving to charity, or sticking to duty, or insisting
on our rights, we can be confused, or be paralysed by the fear that our principles are
groundless. Many are afraid that in a Godless world science has unmasked us as
creatures fated by our genes to be selfish and tribalistic, or competitive and
aggressive. Simon Blackburn, author of the best-selling Think, structures this short
introduction around these and other threats to ethics. Confronting seven different
objections to our self-image as moral, well-behaved creatures, he charts a course
through the philosophical quicksands that often engulf us. Then, turning to problems
of life and death, he shows how we should think about the meaning of life, and how
we should mistrust the sound-bite sized absolutes that often dominate moral debates.
Finally he offers a critical tour of the ways the philosophical tradition has tried to
provide foundations for ethics, from Plato and Aristotle through to contemporary
debates.

A Concise Introduction to Logic
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In this Very Short Introduction, John Holland presents an introduction to the science
of complexity. Using examples from biology and economics, he shows how
complexity science models the behaviour of complex systems.

The Logic Manual
Tens of thousands of students have learned to be more discerning at constructing
and evaluating arguments with the help of Patrick J. Hurley. Hurley’s lucid, friendly,
yet thorough presentation has made A CONCISE INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC the
most widely used logic text in North America. In addition, the book’s accompanying
technological resources, such as CengageNOW and Learning Logic, include
interactive exercises as well as video and audio clips to reinforce what you read in
the book and hear in class. In short, you’ll have all the assistance you need to
become a more logical thinker and communicator. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.

The Logic of Information
Our extraordinary capacity to reason and solve problems sets us aside from other
animals, but our evolved thinking processes also leave us susceptibile to bias and
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error. The study of thinking and reasoning goes back to Aristotle, and was one of the
first topics to be studied when psychology separated from philosophy. In this Very
Short Introduction Jonathan Evans explores cognitive psychological approaches to
understanding the nature of thinking and reasoning, problem solving, and decision
making. He shows how our problem solving capabilities are hugely dependent on also
having the imagination to ask the right questions, and the ability to see things from a
completely new perspective. Beginning by considering the approaches of the
behaviourists and the Gestalt psychologists, he moves on to modern explorations of
thinking, including hypothetical thinking, conditionals, deduction, rationality, and
intuition. Covering the role of past learning, IQ, and cognitive biases, Evans also
discusses the idea that there may be two different ways of thinking, arising from our
evolutionary history. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series
from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject
area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject
quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and
enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.

Logic, Language, and Mathematics
At the intersection of mathematics, computer science, and philosophy, mathematical
logic examines the power and limitations of formal mathematical thinking. In this
expansion of Leary's user-friendly 1st edition, readers with no previous study in the
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field are introduced to the basics of model theory, proof theory, and computability
theory. The text is designed to be used either in an upper division undergraduate
classroom, or for self study. Updating the 1st Edition's treatment of languages,
structures, and deductions, leading to rigorous proofs of Godel's First and Second
Incompleteness Theorems, the expanded 2nd Edition includes a new introduction to
incompleteness through computability as well as solutions to selected exercises.

The Little Logic Book
Written by four members of the Calvin College philosophy department, The Little
Logic Book is a valuable resource for teachers and undergraduate students of
philosophy. In addition to providing clear introductions to the modes of reasoning
students encounter in their philosophy course readings, it includes a nuanced
description of common informal fallacies, a narrative overview of various
philosophical accounts of scientific inference, and a concluding chapter on the ethics
of argumentation. The book features engaging dialogues on social, philosophical and
religious issues based on the styles of argument taken up in the chapters. In
additions to core concepts, distinctions, explanations, rules of inference, methods of
assessment, and examples, The Little Logic Book provides philosophical commentary
that will stimulate discussion of the assumptions and implications of various kinds of
human reasoning. Free downloadable exercises are available from the publisher.
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Down Girl
Formal logic provides us with a powerful set of techniques for criticizing some
arguments and showing others to be valid. These techniques are relevant to all of us
with an interest in being skilful and accurate reasoners. In this highly accessible
book, Peter Smith presents a guide to the fundamental aims and basic elements of
formal logic. He introduces the reader to the languages of propositional and predicate
logic, and then develops formal systems for evaluating arguments translated into
these languages, concentrating on the easily comprehensible 'tree' method. His
discussion is richly illustrated with worked examples and exercises. A distinctive
feature is that, alongside the formal work, there is illuminating philosophical
commentary. This book will make an ideal text for a first logic course, and will
provide a firm basis for further work in formal and philosophical logic.

From Logic to Art
We live an information-soaked existence - information pours into our lives through
television, radio, books, and of course, the Internet. Some say we suffer from
'infoglut'. But what is information? The concept of 'information' is a profound one,
rooted in mathematics, central to whole branches of science, yet with implications on
every aspect of our everyday lives: DNA provides the information to create us; we
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learn through the information fed to us; we relate to each other through information
transfer - gossip, lectures, reading. Information is not only a mathematically powerful
concept, but its critical role in society raises wider ethical issues: who owns
information? Who controls its dissemination? Who has access to information? Luciano
Floridi, a philosopher of information, cuts across many subjects, from a brief look at
the mathematical roots of information - its definition and measurement in 'bits'- to its
role in genetics (we are information), and its social meaning and value. He ends by
considering the ethics of information, including issues of ownership, privacy, and
accessibility; copyright and open source. For those unfamiliar with its precise
meaning and wide applicability as a philosophical concept, 'information' may seem a
bland or mundane topic. Those who have studied some science or philosophy or
sociology will already be aware of its centrality and richness. But for all readers,
whether from the humanities or sciences, Floridi gives a fascinating and inspirational
introduction to this most fundamental of ideas. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short
Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in
almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get
ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis,
perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics
highly readable.

Mathematics: A Very Short Introduction
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Nelson Goodman (1906-1998) was one of the outstanding thinkers of the 20th
century. In a memorial note, Hilary Putnam considers him to be "one of the two or
three greatest analytic philosophers of the post-World War II period". Goodman has
left his mark in many fields of philosophical investigation: Epistemology, Philosophy
of Science, Logic, Metaphysics, the General Theory of Symbols, Philosophy of
Languageand Philosophy of Art, all have been challenged and enriched by the
problems he has shown up, the projects he developed from them and the solutions he
has suggested. In August 2006 a couple of Goodman aficionados met in Munich to
celebrate the Centennial. The proceedings of the ensuing international conference are
documented in this volume. The contributions attest the fact that Goodman's thinking
still holds many treasures.

Language in Action
The name "temporal logic" may sound complex and daunting; but while they describe
potentially complex scenarios, temporal logics are often based on a few simple, and
fundamental, concepts - highlighted in this book. An Introduction to Practical Formal
Methods Using Temporal Logic provides an introduction to formal methods based on
temporal logic, for developing and testing complex computational systems. These
methods are supported by many well-developed tools, techniques and results that can
be applied to a wide range of systems. Fisher begins with a full introduction to the
subject, covering the basics of temporal logic and using a variety of examples,
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exercises and pointers to more advanced work to help clarify and illustrate the topics
discussed. He goes on to describe how this logic can be used to specify a variety of
computational systems, looking at issues of linking specifications, concurrency,
communication and composition ability. He then analyses temporal specification
techniques such as deductive verification, algorithmic verification, and direct
execution to develop and verify computational systems. The final chapter on case
studies analyses the potential problems that can occur in a range of engineering
applications in the areas of robotics, railway signalling, hardware design, ubiquitous
computing, intelligent agents, and information security, and explains how temporal
logic can improve their accuracy and reliability. Models temporal notions and uses
them to analyze computational systems Provides a broad approach to temporal logic
across many formal methods - including specification, verification and implementation
Introduces and explains freely available tools based on temporal logics and shows
how these can be applied Presents exercises and pointers to further study in each
chapter, as well as an accompanying website providing links to additional systems
based upon temporal logic as well as additional material related to the book.

Infinity: A Very Short Introduction
How much faith should we place in what scientists tell us? Is it possible for scientific
knowledge to be fully "objective?" What, really, can be defined as science? In the
second edition of this Very Short Introduction, Samir Okasha explores the main
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themes and theories of contemporary philosophy of science, and investigates
fascinating, challenging questions such as these. Starting at the very beginning, with
a concise overview of the history of science, Okasha examines the nature of
fundamental practices such as reasoning, causation, and explanation. Looking at
scientific revolutions and the issue of scientific change, he asks whether there is a
discernible pattern to the way scientific ideas change over time, and discusses realist
versus anti-realist attitudes towards science. He finishes by considering science
today, and the social and ethical philosophical questions surrounding modern science.
ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University
Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized
books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors
combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting
and challenging topics highly readable.

Philosophy of Science
Written with passion by experts in their field, concise and accessible books feature
color illustrations and explore a sweeping range of topics, including history,
philosophy, religion, mathematics and more.

Logic
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Along the way, the book explains the basic ideas of formal logic in simple, nontechnical terms, as well as the philosophical pressures to which these have
responded. This is a book for anyone who has ever been puzzled by a piece of
reasoning."--BOOK JACKET.

An Introduction to Formal Logic
What is learning? How does it take place? What happens when it goes wrong? The
topic of learning has been central to the development of the science of psychology
since its inception. Without learning there can be no memory, no language and no
intelligence. Indeed it is rather difficult to imagine a part of psychology, or
neuroscience, that learning does not touch upon. In this Very Short Introduction Mark
Haselgrove describes learning from the perspective of associative theories of
classical and instrumental conditioning, and considers why these are the dominant,
and best described analyses of learning in contemporary psychology. Tracing the
origins of these theories, he discusses the techniques used to study learning in both
animals and humans, and considers the importance of learning for animal behaviour
and survival. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford
University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These
pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our
expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to
make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
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Game Theory: A Very Short Introduction
Logic for Philosophy is an introduction to logic for students of contemporary
philosophy. It is suitable both for advanced undergraduates and for beginning
graduate students in philosophy. It covers (i) basic approaches to logic, including
proof theory and especially model theory, (ii) extensions of standard logic that are
important in philosophy, and (iii) some elementary philosophy of logic. It emphasizes
breadth rather than depth. For example, it discusses modal logic and counterfactuals,
but does not prove the central metalogical results for predicate logic (completeness,
undecidability, etc.) Its goal is to introduce students to the logic they need to know in
order to read contemporary philosophical work. It is very user-friendly for students
without an extensive background in mathematics. In short, this book gives you the
understanding of logic that you need to do philosophy.

Rhetoric: A Very Short Introduction
Infinity is an intriguing topic, with connections to religion, philosophy, metaphysics,
logic, and physics as well as mathematics. Its history goes back to ancient times, with
especially important contributions from Euclid, Aristotle, Eudoxus, and Archimedes.
The infinitely large (infinite) is intimately related to the infinitely small
(infinitesimal). Cosmologists consider sweeping questions about whether space and
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time are infinite. Philosophers and mathematicians ranging from Zeno to Russell have
posed numerous paradoxes about infinity and infinitesimals. Many vital areas of
mathematics rest upon some version of infinity. The most obvious, and the first
context in which major new techniques depended on formulating infinite processes, is
calculus. But there are many others, for example Fourier analysis and fractals. In this
Very Short Introduction, Ian Stewart discusses infinity in mathematics while also
drawing in the various other aspects of infinity and explaining some of the major
problems and insights arising from this concept. He argues that working with infinity
is not just an abstract, intellectual exercise but that it is instead a concept with
important practical everyday applications, and considers how mathematicians use
infinity and infinitesimals to answer questions or supply techniques that do not
appear to involve the infinite. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions
series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every
subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new
subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas,
and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.

Identity
Hermeneutics is the branch of knowledge that deals with interpretation, a behaviour
that is intrinsic to our daily lives. As humans, we decipher the meaning of newspaper
articles, books, legal matters, religious texts, political speeches, emails, and even
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dinner conversations every day . But how is knowledge mediated through these
forms? What constitutes the process of interpretation? And how do we draw meaning
from the world around us so that we might understand our position in it? In this Very
Short Introduction Jens Zimmermann traces the history of hermeneutic theory,
setting out its key elements, and demonstrating how they can be applied to a broad
range of disciplines: theology; literature; law; and natural and social sciences.
Demonstrating the longstanding and wide-ranging necessity of interpretation,
Zimmermann reveals its significance in our current social and political landscape.
ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University
Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized
books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors
combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting
and challenging topics highly readable.

Thinking and Reasoning: A Very Short Introduction
There is no denying that thinking comes naturally to human beings. But what are
thoughts? How is thought realized in the brain? Does thinking occur in public or is it a
purely private affair? Do young children and non-human animals think? Is human
thought the same everywhere, or are there culturally specific modes of thought?
What is the relationship between thought and language? What kind of responsibility
do we have for our thoughts? In this compelling Very Short Introduction, Tim Bayne
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looks at the nature of thought. Beginning with questions about what thought is and
what distinguishes it from other kinds of mental states, he goes on to examine
various interpretations of thought from philosophy, psychology, neuroscience, and
anthropology. By exploring the logical structures of thought and the relationship
between thought and other mental phenomena, as well as the mechanisms that make
thought possible and the cultural variations that may exist in our thought processes,
Bayne looks at what we know - and don't know - about our great capacity for thought.
ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University
Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized
books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors
combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting
and challenging topics highly readable.

Complexity
An introduction to metaphysics offers questions and answers covering such issues as
properties, changes, time, personal identity, nothingness, and consciousness.

Towards Non-Being
Does logic help determine whether beliefs are rational? The author argues that it
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does - but only once we understand beliefs as coming in degrees. He explains the
degree-of-belief approach offers the key to understanding how logical arguments
work.

An Introduction to Practical Formal Methods Using Temporal Logic
Crispin Wright is widely recognised as one of the most important and influential
analytic philosophers of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. This volume is a
collective exploration of the major themes of his work in philosophy of language,
philosophical logic, and philosophy of mathematics. It comprises specially written
chapters by a group of internationally renowned thinkers, as well as four substantial
responses from Wright. In these thematically organized replies, Wright summarizes
his life's work and responds to the contributory essays collected in this book. In
bringing together such scholarship, the present volume testifies to both the enormous
interest in Wright's thought and the continued relevance of Wright's seminal
contributions in analytic philosophy for present-day debates;

Being Good
Part I of this coherent, well-organized text deals with formal principles of inference
and definition. Part II explores elementary intuitive set theory, with separate
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chapters on sets, relations, and functions. Ideal for undergraduates.

Logic
A Dictionary of Logic expands on Oxford's coverage of the topic in works such as
The Oxford Dictionary of Philosophy, The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Mathematics,
and A Dictionary of Computer Science. Featuring more than 450 entries primarily
concentrating on technical terminology, the history of logic, the foundations of
mathematics, and non-classical logic, this dictionary is an essential resource for both
undergraduates and postgraduates studying philosophical logic at a high level.

Metaphysics: A Very Short Introduction
What is knowledge? Is it the same as opinion or truth? Do you need to be able to
justify a claim in order to count as knowing it? How can we know that the outer world
is real and not a dream? Questions like these have existed since ancient times, and
the branch of philosophy dedicated to answering them - epistemology - has been
active for thousands of years. In this thought-provoking Very Short Introduction,
Jennifer Nagel considers the central problems and paradoxes in the theory of
knowledge and draws attention to the ways in which philosophers and theorists have
responded to them. By exploring the relationship between knowledge and truth, and
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considering the problem of scepticism, Nagel introduces a series of influential
historical and contemporary theories of knowledge, incorporating methods from logic,
linguistics, and psychology, using a number of everyday examples to demonstrate the
key issues and debates. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series
from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject
area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject
quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and
enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.

Learning
Presents fundamental philosophical questions as posed by ancient philosophers,
comparing and contrasting modern differences in approach and perspective.

Algebra: A Very Short Introduction
Logic is often perceived as having little to do with the rest of philosophy, and even
less to do with real life. In this lively and accessible introduction, Graham Priest
shows how wrong this conception is. He explores the philosophical roots of the
subject, explaining how modern formal logic deals with issues ranging from the
existence of God and the reality of time to paradoxes of probability and decision
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theory. Along the way, the basics of formal logic are explained in simple, nontechnical terms, showing that logic is a powerful and exciting part of modern
philosophy.

Logic: A Very Short Introduction
What are philosophers trying to achieve? How can they succeed? Does philosophy
make progress? Is it in competition with science, or doing something completely
different, or neither? Timothy Williamson tackles some of the key questions
surrounding philosophy in new and provocative ways, showing how philosophy begins
in common sense curiosity, and develops through our capacity to dispute rationally
with each other. Discussing philosophy's ability to clarify our thoughts, he explains
why such clarification depends on the development of philosophical theories, and how
those theories can be tested by imaginative thought experiments, and compared
against each other by standards similar to those used in the natural and social
sciences. He also shows how logical rigour can be understood as a way of enhancing
the explanatory power of philosophical theories. Drawing on the history of philosophy
to provide a track record of philosophical thinking's successes and failures, Williams
overturns widely held dogmas about the distinctive nature of philosophy in
comparison to the sciences, demystifies its methods, and considers the future of the
discipline. From thought experiments, to deduction, to theories, this Very Short
Introduction will cause you to totally rethink what philosophy is. ABOUT THE
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SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains
hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the
perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts,
analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging
topics highly readable. Previously published in hardback as Doing Philosophy

A Friendly Introduction to Mathematical Logic
Towards Non-Being presents an account of the semantics of intentional language verbs such as 'believes', 'fears', 'seeks', 'imagines'. Graham Priest's account tackles
problems concerning intentional states which are often brushed under the carpet in
discussions of intentionality, such as their failure to be closed under deducibility.
Drawing on the work of the late Richard Routley (Sylvan), it proceeds in terms of
objects that may be either existent or non-existent, atworlds that may be either
possible or impossible. Since Russell, non-existent objects have had a bad press in
Western philosophy; Priest mounts a full-scale defence. In the process, he offers an
account of both fictional and mathematical objects as non-existent.The book will be of
central interest to anyone who is concerned with intentionality in the philosophy of
mind or philosophy of language, the metaphysics of existence and identity, the
philosophy or fiction, the philosophy of mathematics, or cognitive representation in
AI.
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Philosophical Method: A Very Short Introduction
Language in Action demonstrates the viability of mathematical research into the
foundations of categorial grammar, a topic at the border between logic and linguistics.
Since its initial publication it has become the classic work in the foundations of
categorial grammar. A new introduction to this paperback edition updates the open
research problems and records relevant results through pointers to the literature.
Van Benthem presents the categorial processing of syntax and semantics as a central
component in a more general dynamic logic of information flow, in tune with
computational developments in artificial intelligence and cognitive science. Using the
paradigm of categorial grammar, he describes the substructural logics driving the
dynamics of natural language syntax and semantics. This is a general type-theoretic
approach that lends itself easily to proof-theoretic and semantic studies in tandem
with standard logic. The emphasis is on a broad landscape of substructural categorial
logics and their proof-theoretical and semantic peculiarities. This provides a
systematic theory for natural language understanding, admitting of significant
mathematical results. Moreover, the theory makes possible dynamic interpretations
that view natural languages as programming formalisms for various cognitive
activities.

Logic
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The Logic Manual is the ideal introduction to logic for beginning philosophy students.
It offers a concise but complete introductory course, giving a firm grounding in the
logic that is needed to study contemporary philosophy. Exercises, examples, and
sample examination papers are provided on an accompanying website.

Introduction to Logic
Luciano Floridi presents an innovative approach to philosophy, conceived as
conceptual design. He explores how we make, transform, refine, and improve the
objects of our knowledge. His starting point is that reality provides the data, to be
understood as constraining affordances, and we transform them into information, like
semantic engines. Such transformation or repurposing is not equivalent to portraying,
or picturing, or photographing, or photocopying anything. It is more like cooking: the
dish does not represent the ingredients, it uses them to make something else out of
them, yet the reality of the dish and its properties hugely depend on the reality and
the properties of the ingredients. Models are not representations understood as
pictures, but interpretations understood as data elaborations, of systems. Thus,
Luciano Floridi articulates and defends the thesis that knowledge is design and
philosophy is the ultimate form of conceptual design. Although entirely independent
of Floridi's previous books, The Philosophy of Information (OUP 2011) and The
Ethics of Information (OUP 2013), The Logic of Information both complements the
existing volumes and presents new work on the foundations of the philosophy of
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information.
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